
COVID AT HOME MONITORING
Primary health care providers are now able to monitor their COVID-positive clients with mild to

moderate symptoms from the comfort of their homes. Clients are given easy to use in-home

monitoring equipment to to help monitor their progress and track any changes. This safe and effective

care can be provided to those who do not require immediate hospital attention but could be at risk of

developing serious symptoms without monitoring. 
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PRIMARY HEALTHCARE

COVID VACCINATIONS - 2ND DOSES
In partnership with Ottawa Public Health, LHIN Home and Community Care, and other Community

Health Centres, two primary health care teams supported each other in efforts to vaccinate our

homebound clients & their caregivers. The teams consisted of Nurses, Nurse Practitioners, Community

Health Workers and Medical Office Assistants who together fully vaccinated 121 homebound clients &

their caregivers!



The ACB Mental Health program has partnered with The Agricola Cooperative Farm to offer organic

vegetable baskets to ACB community members who have reached out for support through our ACB

Support Line. The baskets are picked up weekly and delivered across the City by our staff. This also

provides staff the opportunity to offer face to face wellness check-ins and encouragement. 
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LUNG HEALTH
Our lung health team has begun to see a few referrals for long-haul COVID clients requiring

pulmonary rehabilitation services. We want to ensure our programs and services are well aligned to

meet the demands the healthcare system may face with supporting people experiencing long-haul

symptoms. Our physiotherapist participated in a two-day course specific to learning exercise training

for clients with long-haul COVID. In addition, our Certified Respiratory Educators are enrolled in a

new World Health Organization course titled: Clinical management of patients with COVID-19:

Rehabilitation of patients with COVID-19. This 7 module course will allow the team to build a strong

knowledge base to advise clients on how to best manage their symptoms.  

MENTAL HEALTH & COUNSELLING

ACB HEALTH SERVICES
With support from ACCHO, and the Public Health Agency of Canada, black researchers across the

country have launched a national survey examining the impact of COVID -19 on the health of African

Carribean and Black communities! Persons identifying as African Caribbean and/or Black are invited to

participate! The deadline is on June 25th 2021! 

In honoring pride and for each week of June, our team will be highlighting prominent Black

LGBTQIA+ leaders in a series called #Quinning Queens. This is done in recognition of pride being

generated from the foundational contributions of Black, Queer, and Trans people. See our ACB

Instagram (@somersetwest_acb) and Twitter (@swchc_acb) accounts for more information!

Lastly the ACB team will be resuming Durag Discussions with the newest session beginning this June

17th from 6:00pm – 7:00pm. Durag Discussions is a support group for ACB members to talk about

topics related to sexual health, race, and prevention strategies in ACB communities.

FAMILY, COMMUNITY HEALTH AND HARM
REDUCTION

Nanny Goat Hill Nursery School is in the initial stages and working towards licensing the entire floor

#1 at 755 Somerset with the Ministry of Education for the purpose of increasing the quality of space

and flexibility of enrollment for our Headstart program. This may also result in additional spaces

available for families as well. With no timeline set in stone we are hopeful that by the end of June the

process will be completed.

CHILDREN & YOUTH

https://openwho.org/courses/clinical-management-COVID-19-rehabilitation?tracking_user=5OBlrrsvArkcT3DDX1E4BT&tracking_type=news&tracking_id=7FM09OfC0ypcjKL11IlCpp&tracking_course_id=2eed9fe2-3034-4eb6-a356-7b72deb454ad
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FOOD SERVICES
Our Community Developers and Health Promoters have continued to work closely with Parkdale Food

Centre, Cooking for a Cause, and Food Rescue to provide warm meals, snacks, frozen meals, fresh

fruit and vegetables to clients in our catchment. These supports are imperative during the past 6

months. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH
PROMOTION, AND ADVOCACY

Above: Donna (SWCHC Community Developer) and Megan (Cooking for a Cause and Food Rescue Coordinator) Posing with GoodFood

boxes. 50 kits were distributed, GoodFood is a based meal-kit company that aims to deliver healthy and locally sourced ingredients for

a meal right to your door.

Above: Arnaldo and Michele distributing meals, snacks, and groceries to residents in various neighborhoods in our catchment. Many

of the residents we deliver to are referred to us from the Primary Care Seniors Outreach team, Aging in Place, Rochester Heights

Community House, and connections made through outreach and wellness checks.



VACCINATIONS REGISTRATION AND OUTREACH
We have continued to provide consistent and ongoing outreach and wellness checks in LeBreton

Flats, Hilda, and Mechanicville. Staff are motivated by the belief that Communities deserve equitable

access to the COVID-19 vaccine, factual, timely, racially, and culturally relevant resources. On

Wednesday, May 19, 2021 from 4 pm-6 pm, SWCHC and OPH staff distributed

resources/information related to Covid 19 and vaccinations in 55 Hilda. We were able to answer

questions and get residents connected to programs and services at Somerset West. Residents

received outreach kits with information sheets on Vaccinations, Testing Sites, Covid-19 and Mental

Health. Additionally, provide masks, hand sanitizer in each outreach kit. Our team also conducted

door to door outreach in LeBreton Flats to register residents to get their first dose vaccinations.
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Above: Donna, Arnaldo, Robyn (MSW placement student) preparing grocery bags of fresh fruit and vegetables for distribution. These

weekly fresh grocery bags deliveries are a life line for many clients and provide residents with health meals between food bank visits.



Yet Keen seniors participated in an intergenerational exchange with Kateri and the Indigenous

youth group A7G around Lunar New Year. Check out the video recording!

Utilizing the online platforms, we experimented with engaging Yet Keen seniors in creating short

videos to promote Yet Keen's work. In May we conducted two workshops on public speaking and

online appearances. 13 seniors had the opportunity to introduce themselves in front of the camera

and speak about their involvement with Yet Keen. They were nervous at first but were also excited

to learn new skills! 

We started a new weekly travel-from-home program called "A Trip to China" which takes seniors

to different places in China. Over 20 people attend weekly!

Our outreach services continue to be of great need. Seniors who are receiving grocery delivery

services often need help to also read letters, translate, schedule medical appointments, opening

canned foods (not doable with their weak hands) etc. We are seeing seniors' health deteriorating

due to decreased activity staying at home, as well as an increasing lack of social support due to

isolation and spouses passing this past year. We foresee the need for outreach services to grow as

members age and will need to secure resources and stabilize staffing for Yet Keen to meet this

growing need.

As a part of our Wellness Week, we launched a six week mindfulness session for staff. This is

being facilitated by a volunteer. 

On June 8th, we will be making a brief presentation at a Peer Forum that is being facilitated by

the Ottawa Neighbourhood Social Capital Form and the Community Development Framework. We

will join four other peer programs to share highlights from the program, including impact and

learnings.

YET KEEN CHINESE SENIORS DAY CENTRE

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

Our renovation of the Consumption & Treatment Service is

underway! This will provide us with 3 isolation spaces for

clients to use in who need to use alone because of COVID or

other care needs. We operated in our Outdoor Courtyard

CTS temporarily during construction, which was a familiar

operational change as we did the same last summer. We

anticipate this construction will be completed and we will be

back into the indoor space in early June. 

We have seen an increase in COVID cases in our client

community in late May. Staff worked very hard to support

clients in accessing testing, isolation, and high risk contact

tracing. At the time of writing all client cases have thankfully

resolved!

Recently, we received a generous donation from the Ottawa

Chinese Alliance Church of essentail supplies for clients. We

are very grateful for the ongoing support of our neighbours

and community members!
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HARM REDUCTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s4M8g-9zhI&list=UUpp_zs5DeUUkDDdwqkBQytQ&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s4M8g-9zhI&list=UUpp_zs5DeUUkDDdwqkBQytQ&index=7

